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This thesis project is interested in speculating on new ways to exhibit
architecture. As it is a culturally relevant event, the thesis will borrow
strategies in other forms of popular cultural production to determine
how to rejuvenate architecture exhibition.

SET UP

PARADE AND TRAVELING CIRCUS

Both parade and traveling circus are cultural rituals that have unique
formats and give actual shape to culture. They are presented in a live and
active manner, and they travel among places to enlarge a wider audience.

Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade

Circus train rolling through Safety Harbor, Florida

INTENTION

This thesis project seeks to learn from cultural rituals such as the parade
and the traveling circus in order to improve and expand current formats
of exhibition and celebration of global architecture.
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The traditional format of architecture exhibitions create a straight divide to
the relationship between subject and object. With the desire to flatten the
hierarchy , the thesis look forwards to other forms of culture productions
that create a subject to subject relationship.
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STRATEGIES

PARADE
Parade as an event starts to operate the city in multiple layers,
it develops a relationship in the city between permanent and instant,
fixed and moving, loose and density.
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MOVEMENT & ROUTE
There are multiple movements happen on a parade along a pre setup
route, allows more dynamic relationships between what is being viewed
and what is viewing.

SEQUENCE
The process of reviewing a parade create the narrative for audience to read
through, it presents the way in which parade through movement are able to
deliver the narrative to the public.

SHIFT
A parade allow environment to be temporarily activated, where things
are brought to the people in a more accessible and pervasive way as
part of a cultural event.

San Francisco Market Street

San Francisco Pride Parade

PUBLIC SPACE
Parades can occur at any place and anytime of the year, it is a
spontaneous activity that is not restricted by space, time and the
amount of people.

NYC’s Thanksgiving Day Parade

Inland – Street Parade

Pride’s canal parade in Amsterdam

CULTURE
Parade is the synthesis between culture and context, the atheistic of it has
strong culture association.

Mummers Parade, Philadelphia

Chinese New Year’s Parade, NYC

TRAVELING CIRCUS
A group of nomadic travelers and performer brings entertainment to
people.
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ROUTE AND MOVEMENT
Contemporary traveling circus is somewhere between nomadic and
modern. It is always unsettled and it follows a special railway.
Like parade, it is also brought to the people in a accessible way as a

cultural event.

Circus Train

Circus Tent

CONTENT
Traveling circus presents in a narrative sequence, and shows multiple
formats of performance. It creates a spectacle in order for audience to
engage with the performance.

CULTURE
Traveling circus has evolved over history. It travels globally to expand it’s
diversity as it constantly adopting new culture elements and formats from
different culture.

Astley’s Amphitheatre

Circus on tour

Circus Chiarini in Japan

LEARNING FROM PARADE
& TRAVELING CIRCUS

ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION
By applying the concept of parade and traveling circus to architecture
exhibition, together, it will have a new identity and roles through a more
immersive cultural experience.

PARADE
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PRECEDENTS

INFORMAL & BOTTOM UP
The new format for architecture exhibition should not be a singular top
down planning, in which architecture are presented all at one time. It will be
understand and viewed as a process that the exhibition will shift overtime.
Like informal cities, the public become the organizer, things are collected in a
sequence.

Cairo, informal city

American tanning

SOCIAL & SPATIAL
Like a car show , architecture exhibition should provide a real spatial
experience that requires interaction and participation.

Car Show

GLOBAL & TRAVELING
Unlike current architecture exhibition that people need to go certain places
to see the exhibition, the new format of architecture exhibition should be
brought to people as it moves among places.
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World Map

Howl’s Moving Castle

Canberra

CONTINUOUS & ACCUMULATIVE
Architecture exhibition should not be limit by its location and time, and it will
be able to exist and expand in a long term. Like the Hermitage Museum, the
exhibition room expands and allow collection of artifacts be added every year.
A spatial sequence is provided as people walk long the rooms.

Hermitage Museum

PARTY
Rather than presenting artifacts or building, architecture exhibition is
a celebration in which engage the audience with a lively spectacle and
atmosphere. There will be built up scenarios for entertainment.

ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION

is a informal way of presenting architecture
creates real form and spatial experience
provides people entertainment
invite a wider audience by traveling globally
can constantly adopting new stuff

PROJECT BRIEF
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WORLD ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION ON THE WAY
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ARCHITECTURE ON PARADE
Rejuvenating Venice Biennale

This thesis is interested in speculating on
new ways to exhibit architecture. As it is
a culturally relevant event, the thesis will
borrow strategies in other forms of popular
cultural production to determine how to
rejuvenate architecture exhibition. Parade
and traveling circus are cultural rituals that
have unique formats that give actual shape
to cultureThey present in a live and lively
manner, and they travel among places
to enlarge a wider audience.This thesis
project seeks to learn from these cultural
rituals such as the parade and the traveling
circus to improve and expand current
formats of exhibition and celebration of
global architecture.
This thesis want to pull strategies from the
parade and traveling circus to elevate the
limitation and expand the possibilities of
architecture exhibition. It creates a straight
divide to the relationship between subject
and object. It limits the pervasiveness of
architecture exhibition. With the desire
to flatten the hierarchy, the thesis looks
forwards to other forms of culture productions that create a subject to subject
relationship.
There are multiple movements happen on
a parade along a pre-setup route, allows
more dynamic relationships between what
is being viewed and what is viewing. The
process of reviewing a parade create the
narrative for the audience to read through;
it presents the way in which parade
through movement can deliver the narrative to the public. Similar format as parade,
the contemporary traveling circus is somewhere between nomadic and modern. It
is always unsettled, but it follows along a
specially designed railway allows it travel
1

globally. Like parade, it is also brought to
the people in an accessible way. It presents in a narrative sequence and shows
multiple formats of performance. Also, it
creates a lively spectacle rather than just
conveying knowledge for the audience to
engage with the performance.
Parade and traveling circus inspires the
way to understand and design an architecture exhibition. Eventually, architecture
exhibition will have a new identity. The
new format for architecture exhibition
should not be a single top-down planning,
in which architecture are presented all at
once. It will be understood and viewed as a
process or narrative that the exhibition will
shift over time. That the public becomes
the organizer, things are collected in a
sequence. Unlike current architecture
exhibition that people need to go certain
places to see the exhibition, the new
format of architecture exhibition should
be brought to people and take a positive
position.. Architecture exhibition should
be able to exist and expand in a long
term. A spatial sequence and narrative are
provided as people walk long the rooms.
To conclude, architecture exhibition is an
informal way of presenting architecture, it
creates real form and spatial experience, it
provides people entertainment, it invite a
wider audience by traveling globally and
finally it can constantly adopting new stuff.
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